Prevention and Back Support for
the 1 in 5 Dogs with Back
Problems

Invented by Lisa
Luckenbach for her
pups June and Henry
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Recommended

ABOUT WIGGLELESS

The Story behind
WiggleLess

When Lisa Luckenbach’s pups June and Henry injured
their backs playing and were in massive pain, Lisa
searched the marketplace for canine back support but
found nothing.

As a yoga teacher, Lisa knows how important a healthy
spine is to longevity and the quality of life. It occurred
to Lisa that if a back wrap could help humans, one could
help June and Henry, too.
Lisa drew up a pattern and had it sewn up. It wasn’t
long before June, the most recently injured, was reaping
the rewards of wearing her new back brace. Not only
did the brace provide back pain relief to June with her
IVDD (intervertebral disc disease) related injury, but it
helped prevent her from re-injuring her back.

Lisa with Henry & June

WiggleLess™ is designed to support and prevent back injury in small and medium size dogs.
The WiggleLess™ patented, vet recommended wrap restricts sudden twists to the spine
that may lead to back pain or trauma and provides firm, comfortable support helping to
reduce stress.

BENEFITS OF WIGGLELESS
WiggleLess has been found to offer some pups even more than prevention and support
for back problems.
Stress & Anxiety Reducer:
WiggleLess™ may be worn to assist with reducing stress. We have found the
wrap style of WiggleLess™ over the spine may calm and comfort your dog
much like swaddling a baby – offering a feeling of confidence and security.
Helping Skin Heal:
WiggleLess™ may also be worn as a barrier to skin irritations, infections or hot spots
on the back of your dog and/or around the torso. If your vet has prescribed
medications for the skin, a WiggleLess™ may provide additional support in the
process of healing.
In Place of Cones:
Depending on the situation
WiggleLess™ may be worn in place of a
cone. WiggleLess™ prevents dogs from
licking, scratching, and/or biting their tails
and allows medication to work
beautifully. Pups are much more
comfortable than wearing an awkward
cone!

What Veterinarians and Customers are Saying
about WiggleLess
“I can't even begin to thank you enough. My 6 year old rat terrier,
Sophie, was diagnosed with a bulging disk and required surgery
that cost $4000 or more that we just didn't have. She was
restricted to her crate for at least 4-6 weeks in hopes that she
would heal on her own with the limited movement. It was very
touch and go for a long time. She'd have good days and bad days
when her rear end would go out from under her.
Sadly, it was rapidly approaching the point where I'd have to make
a decision. I asked my vet if there wasn't some sort of doggie back
brace that could help keep her immobilized. She didn't know of
anything. That night I started searching the internet. That's when I
found your site. Because of the spinal immobilization her back was
able to heal. I don't think I'll ever take it off of her. It's just such a
wonderful support for our swaybacked loved ones.
You've given my girl back to me. If I hadn't found you, I know I
would've had to say goodbye to her. You are a God send, Sophie's
miracle and our angel. There's no doubt about it...you saved her
life. I am forever indebted to you. I post on my FaceBook page
about you, I tell my clients about you (I own a pet sitting business)
and am going back to our vet to show her the change in Sophie
compared to the last time she saw her.
- Chris and Lori, Sophie’s parents

“In my 15 years as an Animal
Health Technician I have
encountered many dogs prone to
spinal injuries and back pain. I
recommend WiggleLess™ for my
animal patients who suffer from
back pain of any sort. This bracing
system can help any pet with
back pain by helping support the
spine during recovery from injury
or surgery as well as preventing
the need for surgery.”
- Dr. D'Anira Wiseman B.S., D.C.,
A.H.T.

What Veterinarians and Customers are Saying
about WiggleLess
“My one and a half year old bichon/poodle mix,

I have over 35 years in the Chiropractic profession.
We have long had support devices for the human
spine and condition. The WiggleLess™ device for
our pet companions is the first support system I
know of that not only can be used to prevent
injuries, it provides comfort to those dog breeds
prone to neuro-spinal abnormalities by stabilizing
the spine and disc components and restricting overextended range of motion. The WiggleLess™ device
really works!
- Dr. J. Chappell, D.C., N.D., Ph.D., M.H.

Coconut, was rescued off the streets of L.A. She
was starving (she weighed 8 pounds and should
have been 12), matted, dirty and scared. After
having her only a few days, I realized she was in
pain and immediately took her to the vet. X-rays
revealed nothing broken, but we did not know her
history. Had she been hit by a car or had she been
kicked and abused? The vet gave her medicine and
told me to keep her as calm as possible even going
as far to say I may want to keep her in a crate for
several weeks so her back could rest. The thought
of leaving her crated day and night broke my heart,
but once she was feeling better, it was hard to keep
her down. I was very worried she would re-injure
herself. It was at this point, I found
WiggleLess™ back support. She wore a
WiggleLess™ and was able to walk freely, even run
and play, but WiggleLess™ provided support
and gentle restraint so she was not able to leap
and twist, possibly re-injuring herself. I am happy
to report that since finding WiggleLess™ back
support, Coconut, my sweet little dog, is playful,
happy, and pain free.”
- Barbara, Coconut’s mom

What Veterinarians and Customers are Saying
“Since her spinal surgery, Vienna has recovered by
about WiggleLess
“WiggleLess™ helps to stabilize the spinal
column and restricts unwanted movements
that may exacerbate underlying spinal injuries.”
-Robert Fryer, DVM Animal Clinic of Oak View

“I am impressed that you care for dogs as much
as you do. Most people are interested in the
money more than the product but you are the
opposite! You were more interested in making
my dog feel better! Snickers is 14 and has
kidney disease and she is loosing her sight in
her left eye and now with her back problems, I
feel I have to make my Furry Doghter
(daughter) as comfortable as I can until I have
to put her to sleep. I hope to have a long time
left with her. She can learn to get around with
only one eye and her back will heal. Her kidney
disease is under control with diet and
exercise. She has not been able to take walks
for a week and a half and today I took her for
her first walk since she hurt her back. She was
so happy to go back out! Thank you, thank
you, thank you!”
- Theresa, Snickers mom

about 85%. She still has a little hitch in her get along,
but it doesn’t slow her down one bit. She has no idea
that her spine has been compromised and runs and
plays and chases squirrels every day! She is such an
active dog that I worry she’ll over do it. What can
you do!? I’ll tell you what you can do…get a
Wiggless! I feel so much better knowing that she has
some extra support while she’s playing like a crazy
Weenie dog. I sometimes refer to the Wiggless as my
“Worry-less”. It makes us BOTH feel better!”
– Laurie, Vienna’s mom

DESIGN
WiggleLess™ is designed to provide back pain relief
to dogs and to help prevent dog back injuries in
small and medium size breeds prone to IVDD and
other canine back problems.*

Our patented Wiggleless™ dog back problem and
pain-relief product features:
Built-in steel boning, which restricts sudden twists to a dog’s back that may lead to back
pain or back injury.
• Durable, lightweight, breathable material for comfort and long-lasting use.
• An integrated leash “O” ring for convenience when taking your dog for a walk.
• An easy to use owner and dog-friendly wrap style that provides both comfort and firm
support assisting stress reduction.
*Dogs prone to back problems are often classified as chondrodystrophic breeds, which
include, but are not limited to: Dachshund, Beagle, Shih Tzu, Bulldog, Pug, Bassett Hound,
Miniature Poodle, Miniature Schnauzer, Pekingese, American Cocker Spaniel, Lhasa Apso,
Corgi and Scottish Terrier.
WiggleLess™ has been designed to provide your dog with comfort and
support, which provides you with peace of mind.
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